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Why do some teachers seem to
bounce back from adversity on
a regular basis? Why do other
teachers struggle to recover?
Learn about 5 resiliencebuilding ideas that can make all
the difference.
There is a New Brunswick teacher I know who was hit by a series
of unfortunate events that led her to feeling very stressed at
work and at home. These events were mostly out of her control
and she struggled to wrap her head around them. Her health
started to suffer - increased anxiety, headaches, pessimistic
thinking, difficulty planning and marking, less exercising, and
pulling away from her support system. But then something
happened. She made a decision to put together a plan to deal
with these setbacks. Before she knew it her anxiety reduced,
she started to feel less overwhelmed, and she felt hopeful that
she was going to be okay.

counselling. And judging by our conversations with current
and retired teachers, things seem more stressful and chaotic
today than they ever have. So, if we know that we have an
occupation that has daily stressors, significant systemic
changes, and an increasing workload, what are we doing to
strengthen ourselves so we have the resources to deal with
these stressors?

Challenging situations are a daily occurrence in our profession.
We are faced with stress and surprises on a minute-by-minute
basis in schools. Every day in our school is a challenge to our
resilience. The chart below titled “What’s the biggest drain
on resilience at work?” shows that the two main workplace
stressors are relationship conflict and workload. We can
confirm these findings in our Professional Counselling Service
for Teachers. Workplace conflict and workplace stress (often
workload) issues are the two main reasons teachers come for
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This is where our resilience comes to play. Resilience is the
“capacity to recover quickly from difficulties; toughness;
elasticity” (Definition.com). It can also be seen as our ability
to adapt to changes and stress sources - mental toughness
(APA). While everyone has resilience and in some ways it’s
inherent in us, there are some people who have developed
specific ways of dealing with stress that helps them recover
more quickly. Here are 5 Roads to Resilience that can help
you strengthen your capacity to bounce back from life’s
challenges.
How we cope with the curves in the road and the
barriers that come our way ultimately determines
how happy we are.

Five Roads to Resilience
Right Mindset
Ensuring we are being purposeful about our approach to life’s
challenges makes all of the difference. One idea is taking a
‘Realistic Optimism’ approach. This is a combination of a
positive attitude and honest evaluation. Realistic Optimists
know that stressors happen, but focus on possible solutions
rather than overthinking or worrying. Resilient teachers are
optimistic about their chances but ensure they face their
issues head on. For more information on this idea check
out https://www.huffingtonpost.com/mara-karpelphd/realistic-optimist_b_8018530.html
Focus on What Matters Most to You
Sometimes stressors can knock us off of our path. Lead us
away from living our values. If you purposefully come back
to focusing on your long-term goals (“If it won’t matter in 5
years, I won’t give it more than 5 minutes”), you can avoid
getting sidetracked. Resilient teachers practice daily quiet
reflection/meditation/prayer in order to keep them focused
on what matters most.

Develop Reciprocal Relationships
Many teachers are caregivers, and are often on the ‘giving’ end
of relationships. Resilient teachers learn to seek and accept help
from others when needed. If you are struggling, ask for help and
don’t feel bad about it. In the end, asking for help makes you
stronger.
Build Stress Tolerance - Self Care
Are you aware of your stress triggers? Do you know how to manage
your reactions to your stressors? Resilient teachers understand
themselves to the point where they can identify the things that
stress them out, and they develop healthy strategies to deal with
them. Ensure you incorporate things like: Exercise, rest, healthy
eating, meditation, yoga, laughter, professional reading (www.
teacherwellness.ca), and accessing massage, chiropractic and
other parts of Johnson Group Insurance’s wellness plan (http://
nbtf.johnson.ca/).
Master Your Energy
Resilient teachers are careful to whom they give their energy. They
know it’s a limited supply and spend it only in ways that they
know will lead them to what matters most. And they also know
that at least some of their energy has to go toward THEMSELVES!
Being resilient doesn’t mean that we teachers don’t face hardship
or distress. These are common issues for us. The road to resilience
is in fact likely to involve experience difficulty in life. Some
of the most resilient teachers are those that have faced and
overcome serious life challenges. Work and home stressors can
educate us on how we need to respond. Resiliency means that we
have a plan to bounce back from these life events. Work on your
bounce-back plan - it could make all of the difference.
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